
 

OBESSU Extraordinary General Assembly 1 

2014 2 

Bratislava, 30 November 2014 3 

1. Opening of the Extraordinary General Assembly 4 

Brendan Power opens the ExGA and proposes to the MOs to vote all the following Agenda points in block as 5 

it is the same as for the COMEM.  6 

 7 

The Roll call is made, and voting cards are distributed in alphabetical order to the organisations present. 8 

Yellow cards are given to the Member Organisations (MOs) with the right to vote and white cards to the 9 

Candidate Organisations (COs) with the right to speak, according to the payment of the Annual Financial 10 

Contribution. 11 

 12 

First Roll Call:   13 

AKS, ASuBiH, CANAE (not present), CNE, CSU, DGS, DOS, EEO, ESCU, FSS, ISSU, LH, LMS, MAKOSZ (not 14 

present), SAKKI (not present), SIF, SLL, SUS (not present), UDS, UNL, UNEL, UNSS, USO, VSK. 15 

 16 

18 MOs present, 15 with the right to vote, 3 COs. 17 

 18 

The Board suggests voting the points until 1.a to 1.j all together and there are no objections: 19 

1. Election of the Chairperson 20 

2. Election of the minute taker 21 

3. Legality of the ExGA and adoption of the Agenda 22 

4. Internal Regulations 23 

5. Elections of the Ballot Committee 24 

6. Voting right of the Member Organisations failing to pay their AFC 25 

7. Speaking rights of Candidate Organisations 26 

 27 

Proceed to vote: 28 

In favour: 14 29 

Against: 0 30 

Abstentions: 1 31 

The first 7 points of the agenda are approved in block. 32 

2. Amendments to the Statutes 33 

Amendment #1 (DGS, LH) 34 

Line 110 35 

 36 



 

After “in writing to the Board” insert ”and to the Member Organisations”  

DGS: We believe it is important that every MO receives this information and would make our organisation 37 

more transparent. 38 

The Chairperson opens the floor for discussion: 39 

LMS: Thinks it's not necessary from the applying organisation. We already get this information when the 40 

Board has taken a decision. It would also be hard for the applicant would be difficult to contact all the MOs.  41 

 The Board clarifies that when OBESSU receives a candidacy and the Membership officer receives an 42 

application that is a draft (documents not translated, documents missing), they only discuss it 43 

face-to-face. They propose to send a package with all the documents sent by the applying 44 

organisations and a brief note with their decision to all the MOs before any the statutory meetings.  45 

LH: Understands LMS’ position, but they want to take part as much as possible. They understand that the 46 

situation might not be perfect, but they want to see it.  47 

DGS: Doesn't understand the harm in getting the application. They understand the board’s proposal but 48 

they think it's important that the MOs receive the original application at any moment.  49 

FSS: Agrees with the Board. They are concerned with the workload that this would mean for the MOs to go 50 

through the documents. 51 

ISSU: They understand the transparency but believe that the Board is elected to do the job. In their opinion, 52 

it's not relevant for the MOs to get all this information, they don’t see it necessary.  53 

LMS: They agree with FSS and ISSU. They think we have to trust the board. They don't share the fear of lack 54 

of transparency. 55 

UNSS: They believe that the process is transparent enough, we already have the information. They think 56 

there must be some differences on what Board and MOs do.  57 

LH: Hopes this proposal gets through. They think it's too bureaucratic for the candidates and the board can 58 

send it.  They feel that with this proposal, the situation with CNE wouldn’t have happened.  59 

LMS: The amendment says that the organisations should write to the boards and MOs and not as LH said 60 

that the board should write.  61 

DGS: Just because we receive the applications, doesn't mean that we should go through all of this 62 

information. They think it's nice to have information.  63 

VSK: if we want to have new members, we will know what's happening. We should give them a chance to be 64 

members.  65 

SIF: Is in favour with the amendment. It's a good way to get to know the organisations that apply. It's 66 

something we can use to get to know them.  67 



 

FSS: If nobody would read it, it's extra work that would be added. It should be available the information, 68 

but it shouldn't be automatically sent.  69 

DGS: proposes to close the speaking list. 70 

Proceed to vote to close the speaking list: 71 

In favour: 16 72 

Against: 1 73 

Abstentions: 0 74 

The speaking list is closed 75 

LH: Explains they made this amendment to give the opportunity to the MOs to participate more of this 76 

process.  77 

UNEL: Thinks that to know the organisations better we get to know who is candidate. We could do the 78 

research on ourselves.  79 

UNSS: It is important that we have a right to see the applications, but it's not the same, that the 80 

organisations are obliged to send this information to all the MOs. We do agree, but it shouldn't be 81 

obligatory for the organisations to send the information to all MOs. 82 

Proceed to vote the amendment: 83 

In favour: 5 84 

Against: 11 85 

Abstentions: 1 86 

Not carried 87 

 88 

Board: we wish to say thank to DGS and LH to bring this issue up. What we will do is for sure, if you ask, we 89 

can send you all the information (if not confidential). For sure, you will receive packages of information 90 

from the board with all the information and the Board opinion before the statutory meetings.  91 

 92 

Amendment #2 (DGS, LH) 93 

Line 68-69 94 

Delete line 68-69 

DGS: We are influenced by the opinion of the Board. It should be up to the MO’s to decide without influence 95 

from the Board whether a new organisation can become member or not. 96 

The chair opens the floor: 97 

LMS: It means that the board will never be able to advice us ever. For example also as it happened in the GA 98 

in Vienna. They don't think that board has such a strong influence on their decision if they already have 99 

one.  100 

FSS: Since we believe that the board knows about the facts and statutes, we would feel more comfortable 101 

making a decision having heard the Boards’ opinion.  102 



 

MC: Asks to the MOs to look very carefully into this amendment. It means that the Board says if the 103 

candidate organisation fulfils the requirements to become a member organisation (article 3). These lines 104 

are only referred into this requirement. It doesn't say that the Board should recommend whether to accept 105 

or not an organisation.  106 

LH: Clarifies that if they don't fulfil the requirements they cannot become organisations. 107 

CSU: From a candidate perspective, we don't agree. Removing these lines, you are deleting the possibility 108 

to a third party to contact the Board to explain something that is not working. In Czech Republic, there is 109 

another youth organisation that it's not democratic. In this case, we would like to have an opportunity to 110 

contact the Board so that they can also talk to the MOS. 111 

SLL: Doesn't agree with the amendment. It's very important to hear what the board has to say about the 112 

organisations, because they have the means to investigate. 113 

DGS: From their perspective, advising and giving information is something different. We would like more 114 

freedom for the MOs. 115 

UDS: The statutes of an organisation have the function to prevent from abuses from the MOs and the Board. 116 

In their opinion, by deleting these lines we would completely eliminate the analysis of the fulfilment of 117 

requirements. They think that maybe we are misunderstanding the role of the Board when they give us 118 

advise. From their perspective, the Board doesn't gives an opinion, they give an objective report of the 119 

fulfilment of the requirements. I can't understand how the board can influence the decision of the MOs. It 120 

improves the capacity of the MOs to take an informed decision.  121 

FSS: Thinks it is good that the board has the resources to investigate, because not all the MOs have the time 122 

to go through the documents.  123 

LH: The requirements are in the statutes. It's an opinion if an organisation is democratic. We have a 124 

different opinion. We don't always agree on whether an organisation is democratic.  125 

 The Board explains how the process works 126 

UNSS: Believes that the good thing about advise is that you can hear it and use it or not. The Board only 127 

gives objective advice and they still think it’s important to hear the advise.  128 

DGS: Believes that the advice is not objective and that the Board’s opinion is subjective. They want the 129 

information.  130 

UDS: Proposes to close the list.  131 

Proceed to vote: 132 

In favour: 14 133 

Against: 3 134 

Abstention: 0 135 

The speaking list is closed. 136 

 137 



 

FSS: It seems that we all agree that we want information from the Board. The lines say that that the Board 138 

gives information on whether the organisation fulfils the requirements. 139 

CSU: Points out the example of the email regarding CNE, and stresses that from their opinion it was 140 

objective.  141 

MC: Has the feeling that the Board is already giving the information. Maybe the word advice is not the best 142 

used. The board does a lot of work to investigate if these organisations fulfil the requirements to become 143 

members to pass the information to the MOs. You elected the board and it does not make sense to strip their 144 

work now.  145 

 146 

Proceed to vote the amendment: 147 

In favour: 2 148 

Against: 14 149 

Abstentions: 1 150 

Not carried 151 

 152 

Roll Call 153 

AKS, ASuBiH, CANAE (not present), CNE, CSU, DGS, DOS, EEO, ESCU, FSS, ISSU, LH, LMS, MAKOSZ (not 154 

present), SAKKI (not present), SIF, SLL, SUS (not present), UDS, UNL, UNEL, UNSS, USO, VSK. 155 

 156 

Amendment #3 (DGS, LH) 157 

Lines 390-391 158 

Delete “nor take part in decision-making processes” 

DGS: We believe it can improve the OBESSU board to have board-members who are still in contact with their 159 

former member organisations, this means they have a take on which problems the MOs are facing. 160 

LMS: Would like to support this amendment. It means that they will not have power in the organisation but 161 

they think they will take part in important decisions in the former organisations.  162 

FSS: Would like to hear what the MC has to say about this regarding transparency.  163 

UNSS: Supports this amendment, and we agrees with LMS. They would like people that are in the Board of 164 

OBESSU to be able to give them advice.  165 

 The Board explains that this amendment does not exclude Board members to keep contact with 166 

their organisations and advise them. They believe Board members should be excluded from decision 167 

making process, because it could create conflict of interests. In their opinion, there should be no 168 

influence from the MOs to the Board.  169 

CSU: Asks if the purpose of the article is to prevent accumulation of titles, that could create constrains.  170 

DGS: Explains that it says that they would not be able to hold any position.  171 



 

 The MC believes that holding a position and participating in decision making is two different things, 172 

but both are linked. It really depends on the structures of the organisations. Maybe we should 173 

suggest a different wording to make it clearer. The statutes don't ban any contact between Board 174 

and their home organisations.  175 

ISSU: Explains that there is nothing that states that the Board can't communicate with their home 176 

organisations. Many MOs have the advantage to have former Boards of OBESSU that can play a role of 177 

advisors.  178 

LMS: Don’t see the point of the amendment, because they believe it does not change the current situation.  179 

DOS: Explains that the term political position is already including the board decision-making, so they will 180 

support this amendment.  181 

LH: Believe the amendment changes something. In their opinion it gives the Board an opportunity to help 182 

their organisation.  183 

DGS: Explain that as they read the statutes right now, they understand that you can't advise or participate 184 

in any case. They want the board to be able to advise and help their organisations, both in voting and in 185 

informal decision-making process. 186 

DOS: Proposes a secret ballot. 187 

Roll Call 188 

AKS, ASuBiH, CANAE (not present), CNE, CSU, DGS, DOS, EEO, ESCU, FSS, ISSU, LH, LMS, MAKOSZ (not 189 

present), SAKKI (not present), SIF, SLL, SUS (not present), UDS, UNL, UNEL, UNSS, USO, VSK. 190 

There are 17 valid votes 191 

Proceed to vote the amendment: 192 

In favour: 8 193 

Against: 7 194 

Abstentions: 2 195 

Carried 196 

 197 

Amendment #4 (DGS, LH) 198 

256 insert new line g) 199 

Add “A maximum of two people from the Board can propose an amendment.” 

LH: Would like to have some more transparency and see who from the board is proposing which 200 

amendments. 201 

LMS: Explains that in the Board all is agreed by consensus. They come to the point that when they make a 202 

proposal, it comes from the Board as a whole. Therefore, they don’t support the amendment.  203 



 

 The Board clarifies that everything they propose it's proposed by the Board as a body. The 204 

amendment is proposed, agreed and decided collectively. They don't think this amendment fits 205 

with the way they work. 206 

 207 

UNSS: Agrees with LMS. In their opinion it is important for the Board to take decisions in consensus.  208 

USO: Expresses that in this situation there could be moments when a Board member blocks certain 209 

decisions.  210 

DGS: Expresses that it can happen that the Board take decisions that are not by consensus and they would 211 

like to know which ones.  212 

 The Board understand the statutes in a way that the Board makes proposals as a body and they 213 

cannot propose things as individuals.  214 

 215 

LH: Expresses their will to have a more open OBESSU. They would like to know the things that the Board 216 

proposes. They would like to be able to influence more the decision making of the organisation.  217 

SLL: Thinks that when we elect the board we have regulations on how to vote. In their opinion, if just one 218 

person from the board could propose, they would feel that the member from this organisation would be 219 

actually making the proposal and not someone from the Board.  220 

VSK: Thinks that MOs don’t need to know everything in the decision-making processes inside the Board. 221 

They believe that by electing them we give them a vote of trust.  222 

 The MC clarifies that in the statutes the Board is always mentioned as a whole. The intention of the 223 

statutes was to have the board to work as a whole. There needs to be a consensus of the people of 224 

the board to be in favour of a decision that they make. In terms of transparency we would like to 225 

suggest DGS and LH to access the board meeting minutes that's a  way of getting the information.  226 

 227 

DGS: Doesn't agree on the conclusion that the Board is a whole. They interpret it differently.  228 

UNEL: They feel that we are questioning the Board, at the same time we are electing them. 229 

 The MC agrees that it's always interpretation but they think that the writers of the documents 230 

intended to have the Board as an entity.  231 

 232 

LMS: Proposes to close the speaking list. 233 

 234 

Proceed to vote on closing the speaking list: 235 

In favour: 13 236 

Against: 2 237 

Abstentions: 2 238 

Speaking list is closed. 239 

 240 

LH: Thanks everyone for the good debate. They would like to ask everybody if it's ok that if 3 people from 241 

the Board think something, they could suggest it. 242 

DGS: regrets that the board has to have an unanimous opinion and that there is not space for discussions. 243 



 

 The Board clarifies that the process to reach consensus is not free of discussions.  244 

 245 

Proceed to vote the amendment: 246 

In favour: 3 247 

Against: 14 248 

Abstentions: 0 249 

Not carried 250 

 251 

 MC: points out that to give the right to individual board members to propose amendments 252 

individuals, organisations should propose a new amendment to article 3.b.  253 

 254 

Amendment #5 (DGS, LH) 255 

Lines 23-24 256 

Replace “and in issues concerning their lives” 

With “and in issues concerning the educational system” 

DGS: It is important to distinguish the difference between what is concerning a student’s life and which 257 

problems affect the educational system. Because in OBESSU we don't represent young people in general, 258 

and not young people that are students. It has to have some relevance with the educational system, so we 259 

believe it's more relevant to what OBESSU works with.  260 

LMS: Doesn’t support it. The events in fighting xenophobia, is an example that affects their lives without 261 

being so linked to the educational system. Basically then we wouldn't look at OBESSU the same way. 262 

AKS: Agrees with LMS. We should not distinguish between school and society. School may take a big part of 263 

our lives, it's important that we have strong opinion on educational problems, but we should not ignore 264 

problems that happen in society.  265 

UNSS: Expresses a half agreement. It should not deal with our lives, but on the other side, our union is the 266 

Union of School Students, we have life beside it. They think there is a problem with the phrasing.  267 

ISSU: Disagrees with the amendment. In their opinion, there are a lot of aspects linked to education, and 268 

lots of things have to be taken into account. We should be looking at all the issues surrounding school.  269 

UDS: Thinks you can't represent the students without taking into consideration that they are citizens and 270 

human beings. That's why they try to connect the school questions with social questions. In their opinion, if 271 

we want to change the educational system, we have to change society. 272 

FSS: They agree with the fact that it's important to talk about health, etc. but they also agree with the 273 

amendments.  274 



 

LH: Points out that transport, mental health, stress of students, etc is about educational system. They 275 

believe that if we only speak about curricula, we won’t be stakeholders anymore.  276 

DGS: Clarifies that they also think school and society are linked, but they think that the issues that are not 277 

related should not be mentioned.  278 

UDS: In their opinion we should act on social issues. 279 

CSU: In their opinion, we should focus on educational systems and not on their lives.  280 

LMS: Explains that if we would affect this amendment, there would be a contradiction with the political 281 

platform as it is now. For example, “Vote@16” or the work with the European Youth Forum.  282 

LMS: Proposes to close the speaking list. 283 

Proceed to vote on closing the speaking list: 284 

In favour: 15  285 

Against: 2 286 

Abstention: 0 287 

The speaking list is closed. 288 

 289 

UNEL: Thinks that in OBESSU we have the role to educate school students and if we eliminate social issues 290 

from our work, we don't have anything else.  291 

 MC: In their opinion it's dangerous to minimize OBESSU work to the educational system. Looking at 292 

the political platform, there are several things that would be tricky.  293 

UNL: Doesn't agree with the amendment. We represent also young people, a lot of people want to study. 294 

There are a lot of people that we also have to represent.  295 

LH: Clarifies that they don't want OBESSU to represent everybody, but students.  296 

FSS: Asks the Board and the Secretary General how the amendment would affect the current work in 297 

OBESSU.  298 

 The Board explains that in their opinion “educational systems” is not the proper term. In their 299 

opinion, educational system is the system of different schools (curricula, pedagogy, materials), it 300 

doesn't include welfare, for example. Health care doesn't have to do with the educational system. 301 

They clarify that they will not fight for the rights not related to the life of students. They think that 302 

this amendment would affect our positions, and work like “Vote@16” or Civic Education. 303 

Furthermore, the issues concerning the educational systems are not covered at international level, 304 

but rather at national level.  305 

Proceed to vote the amendment: 306 

In favour: 2 307 

Against: 14 308 



 

Abstentions: 1  309 

Not carried 310 

Roll Call 311 

AKS, ASuBiH, CANAE (not present), CNE, CSU, DGS, DOS, EEO, ESCU, FSS, ISSU, LH, LMS, MAKOSZ (not 312 

present), SAKKI (not present), SIF, SLL, SUS (not present), UDS, UNL, UNEL, UNSS, USO, VSK. 313 

 314 

Amendment #6 (SLL, SAKKI, FSS, ISSU) 315 

Line 383 316 

Add  “e) MO’s vote one of the senior board members as the Chairperson of the Board at the GA. 

Chairpersons portfolio includes: 

 coordinating the work of the Board 

 chairing the meetings 

 media  

 uniting the voices of all European school students” 

AFTER “d)  The Board will consist of 5 or 7 members.” 

SLL: We think it's very important in OBESSU. We realised that there are some points that require other 317 

amendments to be suitable. We wanted to bring up this discussion, because we feel that having a chairman 318 

in OBESSU would make OBESSU go into a more professional direction. In the past this discussion has 319 

separated organisations.  320 

LMS: Thinks there is some floss in the amendment. They suggest not voting on this amendment and keeping 321 

discussing the topic.  322 

DOS: Thinks that we cannot compare our organisations with OBESSU. Furthermore, the same amendment 323 

was rejected with a majority in Vienna, so we will vote against it. 324 

FSS: Welcomes the discussion and invites all MOs to help them improve it.  325 

ISSU: Expresses that, from their experience, the Board has always worked well together as a team and has 326 

been very positive. They don't see it necessary.  327 

LMS: Expresses that in the national organisations we need a face of the organisation but it’s not the case for 328 

OBESSU. In their opinion, OBESSU is the members and not any face. 329 

UDS: Doesn’t see the need of change. Eventually, if we need some kind of particular role inside the board, it 330 

has to be discussed within them.  331 

DGS: Believes that is problematic that we have this discussion over and over again. In their opinion, we 332 

should respect MOs discussions.  333 

Proceed to vote the amendment: 334 

In favour: 4 335 

Against: 12 336 



 

Abstentions: 1 337 

Not carried 338 

 339 

Amendment #7 (OBESSU Board) 340 

Line 213 341 

Delete “d) Vote on speaking rights for Candidate organisations”  

Board: The Statutes are currently a bit inconsistent, since Article 3.8 states that “Candidate organisations 342 

have the same rights and obligations as full members expect for the right to vote in General Assemblies, 343 

extraordinary General Assemblies and Councils of Members.” This implies that they also have the right to 344 

speak and therefore it does not make sense to vote on the speaking rights. 345 

The chairperson opens the floor for questions. 346 

LH: Asks about the right to speak for extra delegates.  347 

 The Board clarifies that the extra delegate speaking rights apply also to candidate organisations. 348 

 The MC explains that they are going to work on the statutes in the following months to support the 349 

step towards making them more consistent.   350 

There are no more comments. 351 

Proceed to vote the amendment: 352 

In favour: 16 353 

Against: 0 354 

Abstentions: 1 355 

Carried 356 

 357 

3. Discussion of Urgent Resolutions 358 

There is one urgent resolution proposed by the Board of OBESSU on the situation in Mexico. Giuseppina 359 

Tucci from the Board presents the resolution. 360 

The chairperson opens the floor for discussion: 361 

CSU: Thanks for the resolution, but they are not sure OBESSU has mandate to do everything it does. OBESSU 362 

scope is very wide. We would like to open the discussion if we should get involved in things happening in 363 

other parts of the world.  364 

LH: Expresses their agreement, and opens the discussion if OBESSU should focus only in the situation in 365 

Mexico, while there are many other things happening in the world. 366 

USO: Agrees with the statement, and we wonder if the list of names is official.  367 



 

UNEL: Expresses their agreement with the resolution.  368 

LH: Points out that by releasing this resolution, we are committing at doing this every time something 369 

happens.  370 

UDS: Agrees with the resolution.  371 

LH: Asks for a break to be able to discuss with their boards.  372 

The chair proposes to have a short break  373 

 The Board thinks we have the mandate to make a statement of this nature, and in fact it is stated in 374 

the statutes and the political platform. Mainly at the end on Education at global level. According to 375 

OBESSU internal documents, and also the calls for international solidarity.  376 

LMS: Thinks that we are European school student unions, we should take advantage of this and agree on this 377 

resolution. We can show a good example on how to take democratic and good action.  378 

AKS: Agrees with the resolution.  379 

BREAK 380 

Roll Call 381 

AKS, ASuBiH, CANAE (not present), CNE, CSU, DGS, DOS, EEO, ESCU, FSS, ISSU, LH, LMS, MAKOSZ (not 382 

present), SAKKI (not present), SIF, SLL, SUS (not present), UDS, UNL, UNEL, UNSS, USO, VSK. 383 

 384 

LH: Explains that they have discussed the issue during the break and decided to support the resolution. 385 

Nevertheless, they think this is a commitment to the future and together with DGS we made a statement to 386 

the minutes (see the very end of these minutes). 387 

  388 

 The Board explains they agree there is a commitment from now to monitor the situation of students 389 

all over the world.  390 

ASUBiH: Expresses that they will not vote because they think it has a political background, and they don’t 391 

have the mandate.   392 

UNL: Encourages the MOs to start a solidarity campaign, to state that young people should be taken into 393 

account.  394 

UNSS: Thinks that it is our human duty to care about this and it to read the newspapers, but they feel they 395 

don’t have the mandate and think we should stay out of governmental issues. This should help us to be 396 

more enthusiastic with our work, and to continue the work.  397 

VSK: They express their solidarity, but will also express that they are going to abstain.  398 

UDS: Expresses that in their opinion, it’s not a political problem but a human problem. In their opinion, all 399 

OBESSU organisations have in their statutes and in our values, the principles of freedom speech and 400 



 

demonstration and freedom of life. In their opinion, this is not a question of taking part for someone or 401 

another, but a position on human rights.  402 

EEO: Proposes to close the speaking list 403 

Proceed to vote to close the speaking list: 404 

in favour: 13 405 

Against: 4 406 

Abstentions: 0 407 

The speaking list is closed. 408 

ESCU: Asks if we have other resolutions like the proposed one. 409 

 The Board explains that we had similar resolutions in the past. For example, with the case of Utoya.  410 

SIF: Fully supports the resolution. 411 

 The Board proposes a minute of silence for all student struggles in the world.  412 

Proceed to vote: 413 

In favour: 15 414 

Against: 0 415 

Abstentions: 2 416 

The resolution has been adopted.  417 

Since Vicky (UNEL) is leaving, we will have to elect a new member of the ballot committee and Stefan (LH) 418 

has proposed himself. 419 

 420 

Proceed to vote: 421 

In favour: 17 422 

Against: 0 423 

Abstention: 0 424 

Stefan from LH has been elected as member of the ballot committee.  425 

4. Election of new Board members 426 

The chairperson explains that there is one candidate: 427 

 Matic Matjašič from DOS presents himself 428 

The Chairperson opens the floor for questions: 429 

LMS: Asks within what area does he imagine himself working in OBESSU 430 

ISSU: Asks what he could bring to the OBESSU board. 431 

EEO: Asks how he thinks he fits together with the rest of the board. 432 

Matic: 433 

 At the moment portfolios are divided, and I would wait for the first board meeting to share. I've 434 

been a VET student and I could feel comfortable. 435 



 

 I've been working for DOS for 3 years and I have a lot of experience and I have experience with 436 

logistics and organising events. 437 

 If you have motivation, you can be part of the team. I already know the board from before and I 438 

think he could fit. 439 

 440 

ESCU: Asks what are his two strengths and two weaknesses. 441 

UDS: Asks how he thinks the Board can improve the role of OBESSU and have shared campaigns. 442 

DGS: Asks what made him be active in 2012. 443 

Matic: 444 

 Strengths: I have a lot of experience; I know the structures, documents and work.  445 

Weakness: it will be hard to fit in the team, but I think I can do this; and the English. I've been 446 

learning it for the last 2-3 years and I will be improving.  447 

 I see school students as the invisible tie making all together. The Board should be a neutral 448 

observer platform holding everything together.  449 

 I started when I was 14 and I was told that I was doing it because he didn't like teachers. He feels 450 

very passionate about it. At the fist GA for DOS he was running for the MC.  451 

 452 

ASuBiH: Asks if he will have enough time. 453 

USO: Asks what went wrong in Vienna and what has he changed. 454 

SLL: Asks which one of the OBESSU objectives is most important and why 455 

 456 

Matic: 457 

 Yes, I'm in college doing social informatics. I'm student and I don't see the problem, I will manage.  458 

 In Vienna there were 6-7 candidates and there were 4 sits and I got 9 votes. It's democracy.  459 

 I think the most important is “defending school student rights at European level”. 460 

 461 

UDS: Asks how does he think OBESSU can influence education issues in Europe, and how can Europe be 462 

more structured? 463 

ESCU: Asks for his personal motivation to be part of the Board. 464 

LH: Asks which Pokemon he would be. 465 

 466 

Matic: 467 

 OBESSU should make pressure to the European Commission. We should make more reactions to be 468 

taken seriously. 469 

 I've been a school student activist for many years. I've never seen the motivation.  470 

 Pikachu not because it's the most popular one, but because I used to be an electricity student and I 471 

would like to have electricity. 472 

 473 

Roll Call to handout the ballots 474 

AKS, ASuBiH, CANAE (not present), CNE, CSU, DGS, DOS, EEO, ESCU, FSS, ISSU, LH, LMS, MAKOSZ (not 475 

present), SAKKI (not present), SIF, SLL, SUS (not present), UDS, UNL, UNEL (not present), UNSS, USO, VSK.  476 



 

Now we have 17 organisations with right to vote in the room and 2 COs with speaking rights. 477 

The chairperson explains the procedure to vote.  478 

The ballot committee has entered the room and we now have the results: 479 

There were 17 votes cast, there were 14 legal votes so 3 invalid votes, which means he needed to get 8 yes 480 

votes. 481 

 Matic gets 7 votes yes, and 7 votes against 482 

 483 

Matic was not elected as new Board Members. 484 

Matic thanks for the votes, and explains that he will continue being active.   485 

 Elsa, on behalf of the MC thanks him and wishes him the best.  486 

The chairperson announces that at the next General Assembly there will be election for 2 or more positions.  487 

 488 

5. Any other business 489 

DGS: Asks when there will be an evaluation of the ExGA? 490 

 The Board explains they have decided to have reflection groups also for this event. 491 

 Rasmus explains that Maria from CANAE contacted us to make a statement but there are internet 492 

connection problems.  493 

Robert from (EEO) thanks everyone in OBESSU and thanks for the amazing years. He encourages everyone to 494 

keep up the good work. 495 

LH Thanks everyone for a great weekend, and invites OBESSU and the MOs to have an event in Copenhagen.  496 

SIF: Invites everyone to Iceland.  497 

 The Board thanks all the delegates, the secretariat, the chair and SUS. 498 

The chairperson thanks the Board and the secretariat; she is really excited and misses the days when she 499 

was a student activist. She thanks everyone for having a great discipline and respecting the code of 500 

conduct.  501 

6. Closing of the Extraordinary General Assembly 502 

The Chairperson closes the Extraordinary General Assembly of OBESSU. 503 

Statement to the minutes: DGS and LH encourage the Board of OBESSU to make a statement on the injuries 504 

and attacks on students in Hong Kong. 505 


